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Abstract: Visualizing the present scenario conservation of energy has become biggest issue .There is need of generating and 
implementing of alternative option to generating power to avoid the hazardous effect of pollution and global warming. The 
gravity is the force which is available at every instance of earth. That’s why we made a such type of mechanism which uses 
gravity as a source to generate  electrical energy, An arrangement made up un such a way that the gravitational force is get 
converted into electrical energy by kinetic energy of body.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s demand of energy continuously increases with the rapid growth of industrialization and urbanization. It causes 
pollution and global warming while satisfying the demand of energy. After few year sources like coal, wood, water, will be finish. 
Instead of those sources like solar, wind, biomass etc. is available at particular instant of time. That why we need some other sources 
to fulfilling our energy demand and requirement. For that we are introducing the innovative method of generating power by gravity 
of the earth, which is present all time at anywhere on the earth. But in reality the design could not turn into physical body. It didn’t 
work as they thought theoretically. It convincible to cover up the gravitational energy away from an object, so that can result into 
citation of energy from gravitational range, which may result into generation of gravitational electrical power technologically 
beneficial. Hence to provide solution for this, we studied the principle of gravity power generation mechanism, to give better 
efficiency to the system and improve the working of power generation. 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 
Near about 400 years ago Sir Isaac Newton had invented the phenomenon of gravity. After that London based scientist Martin 
Radford and Jim Reeves researches developing light as an off-line project for 4 years. To make gravity light they were used and 
tested manufacture that has appropriate knowledge of it. To the storing of energy and produce lighting, the gravity power generation 
w as the innovative approach. Creating the 30- minutes light it takes only 3-secs to lift the weight which powers gravity at its 
descent. 
Chun-Cho Wang and Yuh-suiang has strongly implemented the idea of gravity power generation mechanism, as per their 
conception for the electricity, more simplified mechanism issued. The basic intention behind the invention is to implementation of 
gravity power generation mechanism is to provide continues and balanced operation to continuously switch over type gravitational 
potential energy into the kinetic energy into electrical energy, so as to perform for a while, effective and balanced  energy output. 
Russian researcher Mikhail Dmitrive apparently construct a mechanism can be trapped to generate energy. They worked for a long 
time for actualizing and testing the system and he is quite successful in his work. Generally his design is based on the principle of 
having a wheel attaching weight itself and implementing for those weights to be balanced outwards when falling and balanced 
inwards when rising. Due to many arms tangled, it may results into inequality which causes the wheel to rotate continuously and if 
the weights are in proper size, then rotation is dynamic and can be used to generate electricity. 

III.  WORKING PRINCIPLE 
The machine is stand on simple principle i.e. ‘when an object is placed on a higher level ground then due to the gravitational force it 
experiences a pull towards the lower level and gains kinetic energy. This kinetic energy can be utilized in a précised manner in 
which it can be transformed into electrical energy.’The basic idea used that is perpetual motion which channel the motion that gets 
on without any other source of energy. The perpetual motion is the deal like propeller which never stops rotating without any motor. 
In this way we try to attain perpetual motion using gravitational energy. 
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic view of a gravity power generation mechanism. 

IV.  WORKING 
The figure shows the gravity power generation mechanism. The arrangement consists of dead weight fixed on wheel carrying 
variable loads and supporting stand. The system of gears arranges in such a way that, the diameter of upper gear is more co-related 
with bottom gear and those two gears are adjust in a vertical line. Variable weights are placed on the wheel as we can see in fig.2.1 
and this wheel is fatherly linked with the flywheel. The mini D.C. generator is used for the electricity generation which is linked 
with flywheel and that flywheel is attached to the bottom gear. In this arrangement the flywheel is introduced for the balancing of 
loads. 
In this arrangement it needs some initial thrust to achieve the spinning of dead weights in circular manner. Due to gravitational 
energy, the weights from higher elevation are drops down which results into the gravitational force and due to that bottom weight 
pulled up because of the action upper weights and this system will keep on for a while. This arrangement is to be order to convert 
gravitational potential energy into the kinetic energy by employing gravity conversion unit. By adopting of externally spread out 
single directional swing arm, which results into positive torque and minimizes negative torque with help of overlapping action of 
single directional swing arm as to work long time, effective and never cease of converting gravitational potential energy into kinetic 
energy. After that another conversion of energy of converting kinetic energy into electrical energy, that kinetic energy will be 
transferred to the generator. And lastly the power supply system is employed to transmit electrical energy out.   

V.  SCOPE OF STUDY 
A. Choosing of gravity power generation mechanism is the most basic clause for the power generation. 
B. To generate electricity use gravity power, thus conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy using perpetual motion 

machine. 
C. To use gravity power generation to generate power up to 60 watt. 
D. Uncomplicated structure should be avoided. 
E. Conversion ratio should be higher. 
F. To perform a long time energy conversion it needs some starting energy. 
G. It can be separately producing electricity and can be linked to the wind power side by side. 

 
VI.  ADVANTAGES 

1) Gravity is the constant source of energy on which the mechanism being operates. 
2) For the [power generation mechanism, location or site selection does not play important role. 
3) For longer term energy generation, small investment of is required. 
4) The mechanism is 100℅ free from pollution and eco-friendly too. 
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VII.  CONCLUSION 
We conclude that, it provides ideas about the principle of gravity power generation mechanism. The main motto of the study is soar 
up the mechanism of power generation. It may help to find substitute for conventional power generation. 
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